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Resumo 

Em um mundo cada vez mais globalizado, as línguas começam a permear fronteiras. 

Inglês, a atual Lingua Franca, contribuiu e continua continuamente a contribuir com 

vocabulário que entra em outras línguas. Contudo, essas palavras assumem 

características da língua adotante. Em português, um língua de preferência por sílabas 

de tipo CV, é comum que falantes adicionem uma vogal para evitar um obstruente em 

posição de coda. Este trabalho pede que participantes julguem quantas sílabas tem um 

empréstimo- as respostas devem dizer se os mesmo permitem codas estrangeiras ou 

optaram por ums sílaba tipo CV, como a sua língua mãe prefere. 

 

Palavras-chave: [empréstimos, sílabas, codas] 
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Abstract 

In an ever more globalized world, languages start to permeate boundaries. Today’s            

Lingua Franca, English, has and is continuously contributing to vocabulary entering           

other languages. However, these words take on characteristics of the adopting           

language. In Portuguese, a language with a preference for CV syllables, it is common              

for speakers to epenthesize a vowel to avoid an obstruent in Coda position. This              

research paper asks participants to judge how many syllables a loanword has- the             

answers should tell if they allowed the foreign Codas, or opted for a CV type syllable,                

like their mother tongue prefers. 

 

Key-words: [Loanwords, syllables, codas] 
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Introduction 

Background 

Sounds are a basic and commonplace feature of human language, and their            

cognitive organization and processing, i.e. Phonology, are interests which are not new            

to the field of Linguistics. From Panini’s study of Sanskrit’s sounds, Jacob Grimm’s and              

Karl Verner’s observations on sound changes, the establishment of modern day           

linguistics with Jan Baudoin de Courtenay’s notion of a phoneme, Ferdinand de            

Saussure’s posthumous “Course in General Linguistics,” to Nikolai Trubetzkoy’s 1939,          

“Principles of Phonology,” an important foundation in modern phonology was rooted.           

The previously mentioned scholars are a few of many who have had the curiosity to               

understand what drives language, particularly from an audible and acoustic point of            

view. 

Within Linguistics, Phonology is the field that studies sound organization and           

patterns. In a most systematic manner, sounds are put together to convey meaning,             

giving way to different languages. These sounds or segments behave a certain way and              

under special circumstances, group together to what speakers know as the syllables,            

stress and melody of languages. 

Linguistic loaning, the phenomenon which looks at words taken from one           

language into another one’s vocabulary, has sparked interest and has yielded an            

amplitude of studies ranging through many fields of Linguistics including Phonology.           

The examination of nativization of foreign words into a given language can be not only               

interesting, but helpful in sociolinguistics, history, anthropology and linguistics (Veloso          

2017). Furthermore, it can be insightful to other areas such as foreign language             

education and speech and language pathology and their many specific applications. 

Speakers are exposed to more and more languages, and consequently new           

sounds and phonotactic rules in an era of intense travel, technology use, and overall              

globalization. More than ever, vocabulary is permeating from one language into           

another. This does tend to be biased, however, from English into other languages due              
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to both the political and cultural impact of the United Kingdom and the United States               

in throughout history (Philipston 2013). For example, English was adopted as the            

Lingua Franca in some territories even after the British colonial rule ended, as in              

Nigeria and India (Migge and Léglise 2007).  

Philipston 2013 argues that Linguistic imperialism is intrinsically linked to other           

areas of life like “ culture, education, the media, communication, the economy,            

politics, and military activities.” The adoption of English as a Lingua Franca is becoming              

more common as for example, in the education sector (Michaud and Colpitts 2015). 

Freestanding English can be found in a variety of aspects of life, including             

politics, economy, education, entertainment, technology, marketing, and trading.        

Unquestionably, the entertainment business has had an enormous impact in the           

dispersion of English (The Beatles spread rock and roll across all corners of the globe               

treading the path for other anglophone bands and musicians). Currently, the internet,            

especially due to the rise of social media in recent years, plays the role of major                

disseminator of the language. 

People and cultures are divided when it comes to borrowings. There is the             

example of the French, whose government created a commission to maintain the            

“purity” of their language, the General Delegation for the French language and the             

languages of France.1 One of its most important tasks is to come up with words or                

expressions in French as suggestions for substitution of new, anglophone terms which            

arise in use in different areas like science, media, technology, etc. Although these             

terms are used, the French still use English words in their daily lives.  

On the other hand, there is the case of the Japanese language and culture              

which, over its history, has borrowed heavily from different peoples, including the            

1 http://www.culture.fr/franceterme and 
https://www.culture.gouv.fr/Sites-thematiques/Langue-francaise-et-langues-de-France/La-DGLFLF 
(visited on 5/27/2020) are the official French government’s websites for the Délégation générale à la 
langue française et aux langues de France, DGLFLF. 
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Chinese, the Portuguese, the Dutch. As Kay 1995 states, in the middle of the              

nineteenth century, Japan was forced to start trading with Americans and           

subsequently with other Western nations. From that point on, the author remarks,            

foreign terms started to enter the language through the study and adoption of             

Western values and culture. This was strengthened after World War II, when            

Americans settled in Japan for six years to aid the country’s rebuilding. 

Nowadays, the loans mostly come from the English language because of the            

strong impact Americans had, as previously mentioned. A study from the 1980s by             

Nihon Toshokan Kyokai proved that in Kadokawa’s Loanword Dictionary, more than           

half its 25,000 loanwords were English borrowings from after World War II (Kay 1995). 

Brazil, meanwhile, has a very prominent, and one might even say basically            

self-fulfilling media and cultural sphere, yet, it is heavily influenced by American            

sitcoms, movies and music. Technology also has had a big impact in the loaning of               

words in the country where the majority of Portuguese speakers come from. 

The Portuguese language does not present any threat of extinction because of            

its high number of speakers. However, it might, to some, feel like it is being infiltrated                

by the English language. Across different age groups, despite variation of           

socioeconomic status or subject being discussed, English words are penetrating the           

vocabulary of lusophones all over the world. In many instances, words are used in              

English even when there exists an appropriate equivalent in Portuguese. Though words            

might have the same meaning, Portuguese words may not be as trendy as the              

anglophone vocabulary. 

Problems & Questions 

It is likely that in any corner of the world, one will hear words such as                

marketing, software, make-up, Google, among so many others. Nonetheless, they will           

all be different in their unique way, shaped by the language which borrows them. 
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The current paper is concerned with English language borrowings into          

Portuguese. Considering Veloso 2008’s evidence of Portuguese as a coda-avoiding          

language, we ask: do native Portuguese speakers know to avoid codas? Do they know              

the codas permitted by the language? Do speakers realize they might create a new              

syllable to avoid a coda? 

A Portuguese speaker will, unconsciously, resyllabify segments to adapt an          

English language loanword.  

Among other repair strategies, speakers will epenthesize a segment into the           

loanword, therefore, the addition of a syllable takes place where a prohibited coda             

was found initially. This, in fact, is what happens when confronted with words which              

violate the sonority principle of the language (Mateus 2014). 

Aim & Scope 

The present study has the intent of shedding light onto the very much natural              

adaptation mechanism of loans through the light of phonology; it is an investigation             

about loan phonology. It will examine the sounds of loan words, more specifically, it              

will delve into the organization of their segments into syllables, which are assortments             

of segments composed mandatorily by a vowel or vowel-like segment composing its            

nucleus (Steriade 2002).  

According to Collischonn and Wetzels 2016, a number of syllable formats are            

present in Portuguese, including CV, V, VC, CCV, CCVC, CVCC, CCVCC, and VCC. Despite              

all these types, they state the Consonant-Vowel combination is the most frequent. This             

is proven by slow speech, language games and rhymes, as well as by children acquiring               

the language who tend to prefer CV combinations or V syllables (Wetzels, Costa, and              

Menuzzi, 2019) and by epenthesis of a V to break a consonant cluster in words such as                 

‘pneu’ (tire), and ‘afta’ (aphthous ulcers), which happens in the acquisition of            
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phonology, in some dialects of Brazilian Portuguese, and in spontaneous speech           

(Freitas and Santos 2001, Mateus 2014). 

Because the two varieties of the language in question differ in their            

combinatory possibilities and allowed positions of segments, so do their syllables.           

However, this is mostly at the phonetic level, whereas in a phonological level, the both               

tend to prefer CV. Freitas and Santos 2001 affirm codas are not necessarily a filled               

position in Portuguese. In fact authors argue only four consonantal phonemes /l, ɾ, ʃ,              

ʒ/ are allowed in coda.  

Assuming that, at a certain age, normally developing individuals reach a           

maturity level that ensues phonological awareness, we aim to measure how much            

knowledge a speaker has about his/her language. However, even though          

developmentally speaking adults are mature enough to cogitate about a particular           

subject, if their knowledge is implicit, they will not think about the nuts and bolts of its                 

operation. That is, a person will speak competently, but will not stop to think why and                

how this has come to be. They will simply demonstrate their command of language              

through use. 

A seemingly simple task of syllable division involves metalinguistic reflection,          

which is something that might not be done with frequency. However, a competent             

speaker has the capacity to handle and maneuver the segments of their language due              

to their phonological knowledge (Freitas & Santos 2001). What they do with their tacit              

knowledge might be of peculiar interest as it demonstrates their naive yet            

sophisticated knowledge. The analytical part of the study will show that adults can, to              

the best of their abilities, segment words into syllables. 

The investigative piece sets out to find out, namely, whether or not adult              

native Portuguese speakers recognize their language avoidance of codas, especially          

complex codas. The author, therefore, proposes the following hypothesis: whether or           
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not realizing it, Portuguese speakers will add (epenthesize) a vowel at the end of a               

foreign syllable ending in an obstruent.  

The added, or epenthetic vowel will vary in accordance to the variety spoken by              

the participant, /i/ for Brazilian Portuguese speakers and /ɨ/ for European Portuguese            

speakers (henceforth BP and EP, respectively). But upon hearing a word with an             

obstruent in coda, speakers will “correct” the syllable for proper use in Portuguese. So              

the goal of avoiding an obstruent in coda position is the same, as is the result: having a                  

CV syllable format.  

Methods 

This research is concerned with nativization of English words into Portuguese           

and tackles its underlying problem (coda avoidance) by synchronically interrogating          

adults who voluntarily take part in an online survey.  

This project will focus on the Portuguese language, specifically the two main            

varieties: BP and EP. It will prove that despite the many differences between its              

varieties, they are alike at their core. 

After children learn what the syllabic inventory of their mother tongue is, we             

conclude they will always hold that knowledge and unknowingly apply it to words             

being imported into the language. Therefore, for the survey, participants will judge the             

segments of a loan word as belonging or not to their own segmental inventory.              

Afterwards, they will do the same to the position and combination of each segment.  

We present a synchronic study as what we want to identify is isolated in one               

specific point in time. The survey will have two types of questions: demographic, and              

subject-related, totaling twenty items. 

Participation was completely voluntary in form of an online survey, in which            

words imported from English and are now widely used in Portuguese were taken from              
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four Portuguese language newspapers with wide circulation. Individuals were asked to           

think about the pronunciation of each word in order to answer the question of how               

many syllables each specific word has. 

Presentation of Thesis 

This thesis is organized in a total of three chapters. First, the Introduction             

prefaces the current thesis project, poses the problem for the research, lists its aims              

and objectives, and announces the organization of the paper. In Chapter One, as the              

title “Theoretical Background” suggests, an examination of previous studies on related           

topics is made. Chapter Two presents the research in its entirety: the design, the              

participants, and methods. Chapter Four offers the results and analysis. Lastly, a            

discussion of the research results and the conclusions drawn from it. 
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1. Theoretical Background 

Before diving into the syllable world, the phonological system of Portuguese           

merits a brief explanation. We will present Consonants, Vowels and Glides as they             

appear in standard varieties of EP and BP as per Mateus and Andrade 2000;              

Massini-Cagliari, Cagliari and Redenbarger 2016.  

Portuguese has twenty consonantal segments (seen on Table 1), all of them are 

present in word initially, except palatals [ɲ], [ʎ] and the flap [ɾ] which are only word 

medially (Massini-Cagliari, Cagliari and Redenbarger 2016). Only three phonemes can 

fill the word final position, flap [ɾ], the lateral approximant [l], and the voiceless 

fricative [s] (Mateus and Andrade 2000). 

Table 1-  Consonantal word position 

Consonant Position within word Examples Translation 

[p] Initial, Medial [patu]; [tapa] duck; slap 

[t] Initial, Medial 

[k] Initial, Medial [kabu]; [boka] cable; mouth 

[b] Initial, Medial 

[d] Initial, Medial [dadu] die 

[g] Initial, Medial [gagu] stutterer 

[f] Initial, Medial [fada] fairy 

[v] Initial, Medial [vovo] grandpa 

[s] Initial, Medial, Final [sãtu] saint 

[z] Initial, Medial [zebɾa], [caza] zebra, house 

[ʃ] Initial, Medial [ʃuʃu] choyote squash 
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[ʒ] Initial, Medial [ʒuʒuba] jelly beans 

[l] Initial, Medial, Final [ladu]; [calu]; [mɛl] side; callus; 

[ʎ] Medial [taʎɛʁ] silverware 

[m] Initial, Medial [mãmãu] papaya 

[n] Initial, Medial [nabu]; [cana] turnip; sugar cane 

[ɲ] Medial [soɲu] dream 

[ʁ] Medial [muʁu] punch 

[ɾ] Medial, Final [muɾu], [maɾ] wall, sea 

Source: Mateus and Andrade 2000. 

Portuguese vowels include both oral and nasal sounds, distinguishing between          

stressed/unstressed. Nasal vowels are the same in both EP and BP, but oral vowels              

present some differences between these varieties. It is important to keep in mind that              

different authors organize these sounds differently, and therefore diverge in the           

number of vowel segments present in both Portuguese, and its varieties.  

The present study will adopt the view of Mateus and Andrade 2000. The two              

dialects concerned have mostly the same vowels system, yet their usage is slightly             

different. Figures 1 and 2 list the vowel inventory of Portuguese according to stress.              

Stressed vowels include [i, e, ɛ, o, ɔ,u, ɐ,a] while the unstressed vowel set is [i, ɨ, ɐ, e,                   

ɛ, o, ɔ ,u, a].  

Figure 3 shows the nasal vowels, which the authors assume to actually be a              

combination of an oral vowel and a nasal segment. Those considered nasal vowels             

include [ɐ, e, i, o, u]. Glides are [j, w]. The combination of vowels and glides give room                  

to a series of diphthongs, both rising [ɛj, ɛw, ɔj, ɐj, aj, ɔj, iw, ew, aw], and falling [oj, uj,                    

ɐw] in sonority. 
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Figure 1- Stressed Vowels 

 

Source: Mateus and Andrade 2000:17. 

 

Figure 2- Unstressed Vowels  

 

Source: Mateus and Andrade 2000:18. 
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Figure 3- Nasal Vowels 

 

Source: Mateus and Andrade 2000:18. 

 

1.1. The Syllable within Phonology 

Although Chomsky and Halle’s 1968, The Sound Pattern of English (SPE) was            

groundbreaking work, it did not give much importance to the syllable. It merely             

acknowledged that syntactic structures may not necessarily be syntactically motivated          

(Dresher 1996) but it did not offer further explanation. Dissidents of SPE’s generative             

line of thinking proposed theories of Phonology which dealt with syllables more            

specifically.  

Contrarily to SPE, Metrical Theory (Selkirk 1978, 1980; Hayes 1981) gives space            

to the syllable in the field of Phonology. Selkirk 1978 first proposed prosodic             

constituents in place of SPE’s syntactic boundaries, which were subsequently          

organized in a hierarchical fashion.  

The hierarchy organizes different spheres of prosody grouping like segments,          

where the largest domain is the utterance and the smallest is the segment. Evidence              

for the existence of prosodic levels are the phonological rules governing each of them              
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(Dresher 1996). One domain consists of at least a lower level one, as can be seen in                 

13Figure 1. Furthermore, Prosodic Phonology (Selkirk 1984, Nespor and Vogel 1986)           

offers a detailed explanation of the syllable structure and its constituents. The attempt             

to explain the syllable and its internal architecture is really the pursuit of             

understanding the system of sounds of a language, specifically the management of the             

grouping of these sounds. 

 

Figure 4- Prosodic hierarchy in Metrical Phonology. 

 

 Source: Blevins 1995:210. 

Metrical Theory has an intense interest in the syllable as a meaningful unit. A              

syllable is a sequence of sounds, which may stand alone or together with others of this                

kind to make for meaningful strings of sound segments: words. Although the            

arguments in favor of the syllable come from different theoretical frameworks, Blevins            

1995 enumerates evidence for its role as a phonological constituent. Firstly,           

phonological processes and or constraints act upon the syllable as their scope of             

action, such as stress, tone and pharyngealization. Syllables are stress-bearing units           

(Hayes 1991), making them an integral part of stress recognition. Secondly, some            

phonological rules apply to word or utterance edges which are in fact syllable edges.              

Also, syllables can be the domain of morphological processes, which may even take the              
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form of language games (i.e. transposing or adding a segment to them). Processes such              

as reduplication, affixation (suffixation, prefixation, infixation), circumfixation, and        

modification (suppletion). An example of reduplication goes on with the word “avó,”            

which is then transformed into vovó, an endearing term for “grandmother.”  

In language games, syllables are manipulated (Blevins 1995), as for example Pig            

Latin, an English-language “secret language,” which transposes the onset of each           

syllable and creates a suffix to each word by adding a vocalic component to the moved                

onset so that, to use the word latin as an example, it would become atin-lay.  

In Portuguese, the P-language (“língua do p”) adds a syllable with /p/ as onset              

either before or after each syllable of the original word. Once again using the word               

“ligar” (to call) could be converted to either be pêli-pêgar, or lipi-garpá, depending on              

which variety of “língua do p” is spoken.  

To conclude, native intuition is a strong indicator of how many syllables any             

given utterance has and where its beginning and end are. 

1.1.1. Syllable Structure 

Despite having diverging views from Metrical Theory, Halle & Vergnaud 1987           

state that parsing syllables into constituents (i.e head and dependents) must be            

cognitively natural (Dresher 1996). Accordingly, the syllable’s smaller constituents are          

also organized hierarchically. (A) enumerates the list presented by Blevins 1995:212           

showing the many syllable constituency models proposed over the years.  

(A)  Models of syllable-internal structure (adapted from Blevins 1995). 

1. Flat structure (the syllable no subconstituents) (Anderson 1969; Kahn         

1976; Clements and Keyser 1983). 

2. Moraic approaches (where a syllable’s moras represents its weight)         

(Hyman 1985; McCarthy and Prince 1986; Hayes 1989). 
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3. Binary branching with body (σ: body and coda/ body: onset and           

nucleus) (McCarthy 1979; Vennemann 1984). 

4. Ternary branching (σ: onset, nucleus and coda) (Hockett 1955, Haugen          

1956; Davis 1985). 

5. Binary branching with rhyme (σ: onset and rhyme/ rhyme: nucleus and           

coda) (Chinese scholars from the Song Dynasty; Chao 1941; Karlfren          

1954; Pike and Pike 1947; Kurylowicz 1948, Fudge 1969; Halle and           

Vergnaud 1978; Selkirk 1982). 

 

This paper will use the one known as binary branching with rhyme, because it is               

the mostly widely accepted. It is fortuitous of this model having the similar arguments              

as the syllable as its evidence. The binary syllable structure is pictured below in Figure               

2. They are obligatorily composed of at least one vowel, or vowel-like segment which              

acts as the nucleus with a possibility of having preceding and succeeding elements.  

Moreover, the process of designating a segment to each place within the            

syllable structure is what is known as syllabification. 

Figure 5- Syllable structure 
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Source: Blevins 1995:213. 

Cross-linguistically, there are many occurring types of syllables including V, VC,           

CV, VCC, CVC, CCV, CCVC, CVCC, CCVCC, CVCCC, where the universal unmarked syllable             

type is CV. Subsequently, if a language allows a combination of Cs in either onset or                

coda, it allows that combination minus one consonant as well. Syllables are regularly             

classified as either open or closed, where open syllables end in a vowel and closed end                

in a consonantal sound.  

It is, of course, up to the language in question how a string of elements is                

parsed- the same word may be parsed differently if done by native speakers of              

divergent languages. Abra would be a.bra (V.CCV) by a language like Portuguese, but             

ab.ra (VC.CV) in Lithuanian (Steriade 2002), because these two languages diverge in            

how to rank principles of syllabicity. This paper will only treat the principles of sonority               

(Selkirk’s 1984 Sonority Sequencing Principle) and *NoCoda. 

As previously mentioned, CV is the basic, unmarked syllable format (Veloso           

2008, Freitas and Santos 2001). It is the most frequent syllable type found across              

languages (Blevins 1995) and the most frequent syllable format in Portuguese as well.  

1.1.1.1. Onsets 

Onsets are classified according to the number of segments which fill its position, that               

is, the one before the vowel, therefore onsets can be empty, simple (contain one              

segment only) or complex (contain two or more segments). Portuguese allows all three             

kinds of onsets, and all its consonantal inventory is allowed in simple onsets (Mateus              

and Andrade 2000). Albeit this flexibility in simple onsets, complex ones are more             

restrictive only allowing a certain combination of segments (plosives followed by           

liquid) . Word initial onset clusters include [pl, pr, bl, br, tr, dr, kr, kl, gr, gl] and word                   

medial are [pr, pl, br, bl, tr, tl, dr, kr, kl, gr, gl]. 
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1.1.1.2. Codas 

As per Prince and Smolensky’s Onset/Coda licensing asymmetry2, all segments          

allowed in onset position are also allowed in coda. Freitas & Santos 2001 assert              

Portuguese allows both simple and complex onsets, as exemplified by Table 3. The             

language, instead, vehemently avoids codas, and to an even greater extent, complex            

codas (Freitas and Santos 2001). In fact, Mateus & D’Andrade 2000, in their work on               

EP, have proposed that it only admits simple codas. Table 2, adapted from Freitas              

2017, shows the segments urged by Mateus and Andrade as the only ones allowed in               

EP coda placement. The author of the current thesis would argue that there is at least                

one other allophone for /ɾ/: in some northern parts of Portugal it can be produced as                

the retroflex tap [ɽ] (Veloso 2015) . The segments allowed in EP coda are, therefore, /s,                

l, r/ at the phonological level, and [ʃ, ʒ, ɫ, ɾ, ɽ] at the phonetic level. Veloso 2008 lists                   

a number of reasons for which codas are dodged today in Portuguese. It is assumed he                

speaks about all varieties of the language while Freitas 2017 clearly states that,             

although the language is very coda restrictive, there are differences in terms of its two               

major varieties, EP and BP.  

Table 2- Segments allowed in EP coda 

Phonological 
Segment 

Phonetic realization Example Translation 

/s/ [ʃ] pasta ‘folder’ 

/s/ [ʒ] asma ‘asthma’ 

/l/ [ɫ] balde ‘bucket’ 

/ɾ/ [ɾ] porta ‘door’ 

Source: Freitas 2017. 

2 “Cross-linguistically, the inventory of possible codas is a subset of the inventory of possible onsets, but 
not vice versa.” (Prince & Smolensky 2004: 154, as cited in Veloso 2008). 
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Veloso 2008 describes the restrictiveness of the Portuguese syllable, arguing          

that filled codas are taken as a marked characteristic which can be proven by the               

higher ratio of open rather than closed syllables and the restriction on its filling (both               

on the number of segments and which consonants are allowed). 

1.2. Phonotactics 

The combination of sounds allowed by a language, its phonotactics, are           

governed by principles. The principles are ranked differently, and violated or not            

according to the language in question. In Portuguese, the most important ones are the              

Sonority Principle (Selkirk 1984, Vigário and Falé 1994), Dissimilarity Condition (Harris           

1983, Selkirk 1984 as cited in Vigário and Falé 1994). 

1.2.1. The Sonority Principle 

Taking into account Selkirk’s 1984 Sonority Sequencing Principle, we can          

observe that some combination of segments used in many languages of the world are              

not acceptable in Portuguese, in both onset and coda positions. In some cases it may               

be that said language does not present one of the segments in question. But, the               

majority of times, it is probably because Portuguese doesn’t allow the sequence of             

segments as it violates its Sonority Scale first proposed by Vigário and Falé 1993 - Table                

3 shown below is an adaptation of their scale. It is organized by segment type, features                

of segments and a scale ranking the segments from zero to ten. Here, the table               

includes the Portuguese sounds of each category. 

Gerken 2002 steps out of the generativist trend and approaches the learning            

process as a product of input perception, mentioning sensitivity to non-linguistic           

stimuli, and by other animals. Humans developing language, however, are immersed in            

an “apparent sensitivity to the specifics of their input, including frequency of            

occurrence, transitional probabilities, and specific acoustic properties (e.g., talker         

voice).” 
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Table 3- The Sonority Scale of Portuguese 

Manner of 

articulation 

Distinctive 

Feature(s) 

Rating Segments 

Occlusive [-voiced] .5 [p, t, k] 

[+voiced] 1 [b, d, g] 

Fricatives [-coronal] [-voiced] 1.5 [s, f] 

[-coronal] [+voiced] 2 [z, v] 

[+coronal] [-voiced] 2.5 [ʃ, ʒ] 

[+coronal] [+voiced] 3 [ð] 

Nasal  3.5 [n, m, ɲ] 

Liquid- Lateral  5.5 [l, ʎ] 

Liquid- Vibrants  6 [ɾ, ʁ] 

Vowels  10 [i, ɨ, ĩ, u, ũ, o, ɔ,       

ɔ̃, e, ɛ, ɛ̃, ɐ, ɐ̃      

a] 

Source: Vigário and Falé 1993. 

1.2.2. Consonant Clusters 

On Table 4, we can see consonant clusters, as exemplified by Mateus and             

Andrade 1998. These types of clusters may surface at different positions within the             

word and syllable. It is most likely to find them word initially or internally and not word                 

finally. Some clusters are obviously part of the onset, while some have questionable             

position within the syllable. In fact, the two adjacent segments might belong to             

different constituents. This is better observed in fast or colloquial speech. 
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Table 4: Consonant Clusters in the Portuguese syllable  

Consonant 

cluster 

Position within 

syllable 

Position within 

word 

Example within a 

word 

Translation3 

/pn/ onset Initial pneu tire 

/gn/ onset Initial gnomo gnome 

/ps/ onset Initial psicologia psychology 

/bn/ questionable Internal obnóxio obnoxious 

/dm/ questionable Internal admirar to admire 

/tm/ questionable Internal rítmo rhythm 

/gm/ questionable Internal estigma stigma 

/tn/ questionable Internal étnico ethnic 

/pt/ questionable Internal captar to capture 

/kt/ questionable Internal pacto pact 

/bt/ questionable Internal obter to obtain 

/dk/ questionable Internal adquirir to acquire 

/bs/ questionable Internal absurdo absurd 

/bv/ questionable Internal óbvio obvious 

/bʒ/ questionable Internal abjurar to abjurate 

/tz/ questionable Internal quartzo quartz 

/ks/ questionable Internal axioma axiom 

/dv/ questionable Internal advertir advert 

3 Some translations were changed for the original as the author found them more appropriate. 
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/mn/ questionable Internal amnésia amnesia 

/ft/ questionable Internal afta thrush 

/pɾ/ onset Initial Prato Plate 

/bɾ/ onset Initial Branco white 

/tɾ/ onset Initial Trapo rag 

/dɾ/ onset Initial Droga drug 

/kɾ/ onset Initial Cravo carnation 

/gɾ/ onset Initial Graça Grace 

/pl/ onset Initial Plano Plan 

/bl/ onset Initial Ablução ablurion 

/tl/ onset Initial Atleta athlete 

/kl/ onset Initial Claro bright 

/gl/ onset Initial Glande gland 

/fr/ Onset Initial Frito fried 

/vr/ Onset Internal Palavra word 

/fl/ Onset Initial Flor flower 

Source: Mateus and Andrade 1998. 

 

1.3. Loanwords 

Research on loanwords has matured over a short period of time showing things             

such as an “Index of Receptivity” and a “Scale of adaptability” (Hoffer 2005). Ergo,              

studies in Loan Phonology aim to scrutinize the borrower language by examining how             

it incorporates new structures, whether they are words, sounds, expressions, etc.  
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Hocket 1958 (apud Hoffer 2005) acknowledges different kinds of borrowings          

across languages; they were as follows: 

● Loanwords are those in which speakers adopt items or ideas and the words in              

their original language. Words adapt to follow grammatical norms of the new            

language; 

● Loanshifts, as the name suggests, adapts words with shifts in meaning from the             

original to the borrower language;  

● Loan-translation or calque are words or ideas translated word-to-word; and 

● Loan-blend is a mixture of both the borrowed and borrower languages. 

The study’s concern is the syllables in the words, which are an important             

organizational unit in Phonology. The specific goal is to observe how native speakers of              

European and Brazilian Portuguese treat and adapt codas of borrowed words from            

English- that is, the process of adaptation into the borrower language and not only              

receptivity as mentioned by Hoffer 2005. 

The Portuguese language, regardless of its variety, has a preference for CV            

syllables (Wetzels, Menuzi and Costa 2019, Freitas and Santos 2001, Mateus e Andrade             

2000, Veloso 2008), and although it is possible to find codas filled, this is avoided by                

many processes (Veloso 2008), such as:  

1)  Deletion of some [-sonorant] C Codas in words stemming from Latin; 

2) Gliding of some [-sonorant] C Codas also in words arising from Latin; 

3) Nucleation of [+nasal] segmental Codas from Latin; 

4) Deletion of /n/ endings from Classical Latin and Greek; 

5) Complete velarization of /l/ in Coda position; 

6) Deletion of Coda /ɾ/ in some PT dialects or styles; 

7) Deletion of [-sonorant] endings in Biblical Hebrew names; and 

8) Relocation of loanwords’ Coda consonants to the following onset. 
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The processes above are illustrated in Table 5. The examples, presented in the             

same order as the list above, were taken from Veloso 2008, and the Portuguese              

adaptations are transcribed into IPA. Observe that the words in which underwent            

these processes were themselves imported from other languages into Portuguese,          

namely Latin, Greek and Hebrew. 

Table 5- Examples of processes of Coda simplification in Portuguese 

Process of Coda 
simplification 

Original word Portuguese 
adaptation 

English gloss 

Deletion of [-sonorant] op.ti.mum [ˈɔ.ti.mu] great 

Gliding of [-sonorant] pec.tus [ˈpej.tu] breast 

Nucleation of [+nasal] cam.pu(m) [ˈkɐ̃.pu] field 

Deletion of /n/ endings re.gi.men [ʀe.ˈʒi.mɨ] regimen 

Complete velarization of 
the Coda /l/ 

mel [ˈmɛw] honey 

Deletion of the Coda /ɾ/ 
in some dialects 

chegar [ʃɨ.ˈgaɾ] to arrive 

Deletion of [-sonorant] 
endings in Hebrew names 

David [da.ˈvi] - 

Relocation of Codas to 
Onsets in loanwords 

 (Eng.) film [ˈfil.mɨ] - 

Source: Veloso 2008. 

The previous processes prove that in the making of the Portuguese language,            

speakers have had a preference for CV syllable. When words have a Coda, the only               

archiphonemes found in this position are /L, R, S/. Moreover, filled Codas can only be               

filled by one segment (Mateus & D’Andrade 2000; Veloso 2008). 
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2. The Research 

This Chapter will discuss the empirical part of the project. It will be divided into               

two parts: first, the design and methodological approaches used and second,           

presenting the data obtained through the experiment, including items related to the            

questionnaire, both its structuring and dissemination, the participants, and finally, the           

collected material, and the procedures around it. 

In the experiment devised, the researcher intended to test if the Codas of the              

words investigated were already fully incorporated by speakers and how they           

incorporated these Codas into the words ( i.e. by processes epenthesis). Below is a              

description of how the experiment was devised in order to yield results which aim to               

test the hypothesis made in the introduction.  

2.1. Design 

The design of the research was thought about in terms of the outcome the              

investigator not only wanted to achieve, but also foresaw in the hypothesis. The             

hypothesis assumed native speakers of Portuguese would epenthesize a vowel,          

therefore creating an extra syllable in the adapted, Portuguese version of the word.             

Both dialects introduce high unrounded vowels only differing in tongue position,           

where EP, speakers introduce [ɨ] (central) and in BP [i] (frontal). 

Each word was presented in the questionnaire within a sentence taken from            

real written sources. The researcher looked for articles not older than five years from              

four major Portuguese language newspapers, two from Brazil and two from Portugal. It             

is safe to assume these sources have credibility with the public, and are solid sources               

for modern day vocabulary as well, acting as a corpus. Table 6 shows the source, date                
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of publishing, sentence in which the loanword appeared, and its gloss. The table is              

organized by the publishing date of the sentences. There is one article which does not               

have a publishing date, but since other sources talking about the same exact subject              

are dated September 15th, 2016 09/15/2016, the author assumes the article published            

by Diário de Pernambuco has a similar publishing date. 

With the Portuguese syllable format preference in mind, a selection of English            

language words was made which violated the two principles aforementioned. The test            

was made up of a total of 15 words, eight out of which were monosyllabic and seven                 

were disyllabic, therefore a total of 22 codas were tested. Information about the words              

and its codas, and the phonemes present in each is displayed in tables in the following                

sections. The first table is organized by the number of syllables per word and the               

second is organized by Coda type (simple versus complex). 

Table 6- Sentences used in the questionnaire 

Sentence English gloss Source Date 
published 

Diretor do FBI sugere 
cobrir câmera do 

laptop com fita por 
segurança. 

FBI director suggests 
covering laptop camera 
with tape for security. 

Diário de 
Pernambuco 

2016 

Quem vê programas 
"light" na TV é mais 

permeável ao 
populismo. 

Those who see light TV 
shows are more permeable 

to populism. 

Diário de 
Notícias 

03/27/2017 

Lentes de contacto 
com internet e 
download de 

memórias? Feedzai 
mostra o futuro. 

Internet and downloadable 
memory 

contact lenses? Feedzai 
presents the future. 

Diário de 
Notícias 

10/24/2017 

A Itália continua a ser 
o primeiro país a nível 

 Italy continues being the 
top country in the world in 

Jornal de 
Notícias 

11/13/2017 
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mundial na 
contrafação de 

dinheiro, falsificada 
através de processo 

de impressão em 
offset. 

counterfeiting money, 
falsified through a process 

of offset printing.  

Professor ensina Word 
aos alunos usando o 

quadro. 

Educator teaches Word 
using the blackboard. 

Diário de 
Notícias 

03/01/2018 

Brasil tem mais de 70 
milhões offline. 

Brazil has more than 70 
million offline. 

Diário de 
Pernambuco 

03/01/2019 

O feedback que temos 
é que [a cirurgia] 

correu bem. 

The feedback we have is 
that the surgery went well. 

Jornal de 
Notícias 

05/17/2019 

Bob, o primeiro 
supercomputador 

português é 
inaugurado em Riba 

de Ave 

Bob, the first Portuguese 
supercomputer is launched 

in Riba de Ave. 

Diário de 
Notícias 

07/05/2019 

Sétima edição do 
Festival Love Noronha 
abre as portas para o 

turismo LGBT do 
arquipélago. 

The seventh edition of the 
Love Noronha festival opens 

doors to LGBT tourism of 
the archipelago. 

Diário de 
Pernambuco 

08/15/2019 

Passageiro não 
precisará tirar 

notebook da bagagem 
com novo scanner no 

Reino Unido.  

Passengers won’t need to 
take out notebooks from 

luggage with the new 
scanner in the United 

Kingdom. 

Diário de 
Pernambuco 

08/26/2019 

Atletas exibem os 
corpos mais fit de 

Portugal no 
Europarque. 

Athletes exhibit the fittest 
bodies of Portugal at 

Europarque. 

Jornal de 
Notícias 

11/16/2019 

O problema acontece 
com usuários de 

The problem happens to 
Android and iOS users and 

Folha de São 
Paulo 

01/19/2020 
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sistemas Android, iOS 
e com quem utiliza o 
aplicativo no desktop. 

with those who use the 
application on the desktop. 

As nossas vidas davam 
um Big Brother. 

Our lives could be a Big 
Brother. 

Diário de 
Notícias 

04/07/2020 

Discos de Ravi Shankar 
que mudaram o pop 

ocidental ganham 
versão digital. 

Ravi Shankar’s albums 
which changed western pop 

get digital versions. 

Folha de São 
Paulo 

04/07/2020 

Marília Mendonça 
recebe mensagem de 

preso em live e 
detento tem celular 

apreendido. 

Marília Mendonça receives 
a message from a prisoner 

and the inmate has 
cellphone detained. 

Folha de São 
Paulo 

04/11/2020 

 

2.1.1. Procedures  

To examine the language at a specific point in its history, a cross sectional              

approach was used. This means the outcome of the research reflects the speakers’             

knowledge of the language today.  

The data was collected through an online questionnaire. This was the manner in             

which a large number of people could be reached in a short period of time. For this                 

kind of study, minimal contact is needed between researchers and participants,           

therefore, participants could take the questionnaire at their own leisure. Figure 6            

shows the introduction to the survey, its translation found immediately after it. 

Figure 6: Introduction to the survey. 
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“Imported Words. This is a brief questionnaire about imported words from English            

to Portuguese, which is part of an investigation to develop a final thesis for the               

conclusion of the Masters in Linguistics at the University of Porto. The goal of the study                

is to understand how words adopted by Portuguese are said according to the variety of               

each speaker. 

Participation in the questionnaire is voluntary and the answers will be treated            

confidentially and anonymously. By filling in this questionnaire, the participant          

confirms being of legal age and concedes the answers to the study.” 

The subject selection was done through chain forwarding of a web link to the 

questionnaire. Participation was completely voluntary and anonymous. By submitting 

the questionnaire, each participant knew s/he was giving authorization to the usage of 

the material collected.  

2.1.2.  Participants 

A total of ninety one people took the questionnaire. However, some results were             

discarded because participants did not follow instructions as directed. A total of nine             

answers were disregarded, making for a new total of eighty two results. This new total               

was divided exactly in half, amounting to forty one speakers of each variety concerned              

in the study.  
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The researcher asked for some simple sociodemographic information, and the          

manner in which the questions were presented was to try to simplify and categorize              

answers. There were five questions in this section, none of which were overtly             

personal. They were as follows: 

1. What is your age? 

2. What is your gender (male/female)? 

3. What is your highest level of schooling (incomplete/complete middle school,          

incomplete/complete high school, incomplete/complete college degree,      

incomplete/complete graduate degree) 

4. What is your native language (Brazilian/ European Portuguese)? 

5. What is your level of English (I don’t speak English/ basic user, A1-A2/             

intermediate user, B1-B2/ competent user, C1- C2)? 

2.1.3. Words & Syllables Tested 

The foreign words used were all anglicisms used in modern day Portuguese. The             

words were carefully selected from four major Portuguese language newspapers. They           

were: “Diário de Pernambuco” and “Folha de São Paulo,” both in circulation in Brazil,              

and “Jornal de Notícias” and “Diário de Notícias” from Portugal.  

These specific words were chosen because of the disparity from Portuguese           

sound sequencing and coda-filling laws. The preferred Portuguese syllable format, CV,           

leaves its Codas empty, for the most part. When filled, they are tested in their original                

language, English. The participants could chose the number of syllables they thought            

was right, however for each word there was an expected answer according to what the               

rules of the importing language (Portuguese) predict would happen to a foreign word             

that does not abide to its syllabary rules. Table 7 shows the number of syllables for                

each word in English, and the expected number of syllables when used as a loanword               

in Portuguese to avoid a foreign coda. Additionally, the pronunciation is transcribed by             

the author, according to the International Phonetics Alphabet. 
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Table 7- Number of syllables in words used in study 

Word Pronunciation in 

English 

Number of Syllables in 

English 

Syllables in 

Portuguese Loanword 

Light /ˈlaɪt/ 1 2 

Big /ˈbɪɡ/ 1 2 

Love /ˈlʌv/ 1 2 

Fit /ˈfɪt/ 1 2 

Word /ˈwɝd/ 1 2 

Pop /ˈpɑp/ 1 2 

Live /ˈlɪv/ 1 2 

Bob /ˈbɑb/ 1 2 

Desktop /ˈdɛskˌtɑp/ 2 4 

Feedback /ˈfiːdˌbæk/ 2 4 

Laptop /ˈlæpˌtɑ:p/ 2 4 

Download /ˈdaʊnləʊd/ 2 3 

Offline /ˈɔːfˌlaɪn/ 2 4 

Offset /ˈɔːfˌset/ 2 4 

The phonemes found in Codas, both word-medially and word-finally were /p, t,            

k, b, d, g, f, v, n/. Information on phonemes found in Coda position of the words being                  

tested can be seen on Table 8, including Coda type (simple or complex) and position               

within word. 

Table 8-  Segments found in Codas of loanwords 

Segments being tested Coda Type Position within Word 
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/p/ Simple Final 

/t/ Simple Final, Medial 

/k/ Simple Final 

/sk/ Complex  Medial 

/b/ Simple Final 

/d/ Simple  Final, Medial 

/rd/ Complex  Final 

/g/ Simple Final 

/f/ Simple Medial 

/v/ Simple Final 

/n/ Simple Final, Medial 

 

2.1.4.  Instructions 

Participants were requested to read a sentence taken from a lusophone           

newspaper, which contained an English language word. Then, they were asked to think             

about the pronunciation of said word and based on that, state the number of syllables               

in that word has. Figure 7, which is followed by its translation, shows the exact               

introduction to the questions sections and instructions on how to answer them, as well              

as the format of the questions shown. 

Figure 7-  Introduction and instructions of questions section 
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“Day-to-day words. In the following section we present a series of excerpts            

taken from Portuguese language newspapers (Jornal de Notícias, Diário de Notícias,           

Diário de Pernambuco e Folha de São Paulo). English language words used day-to-day             

in the Portuguese language can be found in them.  

The goal of the questionnaire is to know how many syllables the English words              

have when used in Portuguese. Based on the pronunciation, divide each word into             

syllables. To answer the question, think of the word’s pronunciation and say how             

many syllables it has (giving a numerical answer). Follow the example:  

‘Instagram is my favorite social media.’ How is INSTAGRAM pronounced? How           

many syllables does this word have? 3. 

(The answer was given from the pronunciation “instagrã,” which when divided into            

syllables would be “ins-ta-grã,” and therefore the answer is 3.) 

Thank you very much!” 
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The third and final section contained fifteen questions regarding syllables of the            

words listed on Table XVXB. All questions were formatted in the same way, as can be                

seen in the introduction to the section and its translation above. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Results and Analysis  

In this chapter, the results of the study are presented and the conclusions             

taken from the data gathered. Limitations were also discussed as the part of the              

analysis and conclusion. The present study has gathered data on native speakers of             

Brazilian and European Portuguese. The results will show an overall tendency of the             

language to veer towards a simplified syllable form (CV). 

Although the author concentrated in the two main varieties of Portuguese, she            

assumes the results would have been similar if other varieties had been included in              
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research. Therefore, it is safe to assume that the results and conclusions also apply to               

varieties neglected by this study.  

It is important to remark the reader about the subjectivity of the answers.             

Participants self assessed their level of knowledge of English as a foreign language.             

Also, they were required to chose from the option which best described their highest              

level of schooling. Although the quality of education may have varied despite any             

discrepancies in hometown, social and economic status, because this investigation is           

really about the intrinsic knowledge of one’s mother tongue. The results should show             

that as well as the extent to which the participants with the most knowledge of English                

as a foreign language may be influenced in the syllable division presented. 

The graphs below show the results for different variables. First, in there is a              

brief account for the overall numbers in the study. Subsection 3.1.1 shows the level of               

English reported, then variety spoken natively, then gender and finally age are all             

presented here for the total population of the study. Afterwards, level of English and              

variety spoken natively are compared other variables are presented in subsection           

3.1.2. The number of syllables per word is counted by the variety of Portuguese and               

level of English in 3.1.3.  Lastly, in section 3.2, the results will be analyzed. 

3.1. Results 

The study featured a total of eighty two participants, and each variety of 

Portuguese concerned here had forty one speakers. There were sixty six people who 

identified as female, and sixteen as male, as represented in Graph 1. Ages varied from 

eighteen to seventy three, with a large number of people in their twenties, some in 

their thirties and forties and then some scattered participants in the fifties, sixties and 

seventies. 
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Graph 1-  Gender of Participants 

 

3.1.1. Level of English  

The following graphs portray the different variables as compared to the levels            

of English knowledge claimed by the participants. The first shows the global            

population’s level of English language knowledge. The second specifies each          

participants’ level of English knowledge according to the variety spoken. Thirdly,           

participant’s knowledge of English is organized by their level of schooling.  

In Graph 2, the grand total of eighty two participants were divided d within the                

categories they placed themselves: fifty three said they were basic users (A1-A2 level),             

seventeen defended an intermediate level (B1-B2), and four people said they were            

competent users (C1-C2), while the remaining eight asserted to have no knowledge of             

English. Whereas in Graph 3, the participants auto classification was now further            

organized by their native variety of Portuguese: out of the fifty three A1-A2 speakers,              

twenty eight were BP speakers and twenty five were EP speakers. The seventeen             

intermediate, B1-B2 speakers were divided into four BP and thirteen EP. Competent            

users were only four and represented the smallest group of with with two members of               
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each variety. The eight people who reported speaking no English at all were mostly BP               

speakers, only one EP reported not speaking any English. 

Graph 2- Number of participants by English level 

 

 

Graph 3- English level  per variety of Portuguese 
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Graph 4 below classifies participants by level of English knowledge and further            

categorizes it into their level education. The fifty three basic users were divided into              

eight high school graduates, twelve college graduates, twenty college dropouts, eleven           

people finished graduate school, one has incomplete graduate studies and one person            

claimed to be a technical school graduate. This person was the only one to claim to                

have a technical school degree, and the researcher assumes this is equivalent to a high               

school diploma. 

The independent users summed up to seventeen and were divided into four            

high school graduates, four college graduates, seven college dropouts and two           

graduate degree graduates. Only four people claimed to be competent users, one            

college dropout and three graduate degree graduates. Those who don’t speak English            

added up to eight people, four people completed college and one who did not, while               

three completed a graduate degree. 
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Graph 4- English Level and Education 

 

 

Next is gender of participants grouped by level of English knowledge, shown in             

Graph 5. Basic users were divided into forty four women, and nine men. Independent              

users were split between twelve women and five men. Proficient users had the same              

number of respondents per gender, two each. Finally, only a total of women revealed              

speaking no English whatsoever.  

 

Graph 5- English Level and Participants’ Gender 
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Lastly, to complete the social demographic results compared to level of English            

knowledge reported is age of participant, as seen in Graph 6. Basic users presented a               

large spread of ages: there was one eighteen year old, six twenty one year olds, eight                

twenty two year olds, seven twenty three year olds, one twenty four year old. There               

were found basic users in their thirties: one thirty, one thirty one and one thirty four                

year old, two people were aged thirty eight. In the forties there were: one forty two,                

one forty three, two forty four, one forty five, one forty six and one forty nine year old.                  

There were two fifty year olds, three fifty two, one fifty three, two fifty four, one fifty                 

five, one fifty seven, one fifty eight, one sixty five, three sixty six, one sixty nine, one                 

seventy two and 1 seventy one year old. 

Eleven independent users were in the twenties: five twenty one year olds, two             

twenty two and twenty six year olds, and one twenty five and twenty six years of age.                 

One independent user was thirty three, one forty three, one forty seven and another              

forty eight. One participant was fifty six and one sixty. 
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The four participants who were said to be competent users were twenty four,             

thirty three, thirty four and fifty six. 

The ages of those who claimed to speak no English at all varied between              

twenty four (one person) to sixty nine (one participant), while in between there was              

one person aged fifty two, two people aged fifty six, two sixty three, one sixty four and                 

one sixty nine year old. 

 

Graph 6- English Level and age 

 

 

3.1.2. Variety of Portuguese Spoken 

In this section are the variables compared to the variety of Portuguese spoken             

by each participant. Variety and level of English were already compared in the previous              
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section (refer back to Graph 3), thus next (Graphs 7 and 8) are education, gender and                

age.  

BP had thirty two female speakers and nine male speakers, while EP had 34              

female speakers and seven male speakers represented. BP had a higher number of             

middle ages speakers as well as seniors, while EP had mostly all speakers in their               

twenties and thirties. 

Graph 7- Gender and Variety Spoken 

 

Graph 8- Age and Variety Spoken 
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3.2. Analysis 

 

The following graphs are organized in light of the varieties spoken by            

participants. Yet, speakers of both varieties should equally reject the Codas present.            

That means each participant should have pronounced the words according to the            

Portuguese phonotactic rules, epenthesizing a vowel after the unwelcomed Coda, thus           

creating an extra syllable. 

Unfortunately, this was not always the case. It is most likely the fact that some               

people might have overthought the experiment, and in fact over or under counting the              

syllables. In addition to the fact that many people have been exposed to English, and               

might unconsciously be aware of its syllabary and phonotactic rules.  

There was, for instance, one EP speaker who had very different answers than             

fellow participants. It seems like this participant filled out the questionnaire with            

random answers, not taking it seriously. This person’s answers ranged from three to             
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seven syllables when in reality answers should have been one or two syllables, except              

for one word that had three. 

3.2.1. The Answers 

Whereas most people stated the loanword “light” has two syllables (Graph 9), a             

correct prediction at that, most people judged the loanword “big” to have only one              

syllable (Graph 10). This is true in English, but in Portuguese, [g] is not allowed in Coda                 

and it would, therefore, be necessary to introduce a vowel in order to create a new                

syllable. 

 

Graph 9- Light 

 

Graph 10- Big 
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The word “desktop” has two syllables (Graph 11), yet neither of the codas are allowed               

in Portuguese. Thus, two new syllables would have to be created, totaling four             

syllables in the loanword. However, only a total of eight people predicted that. While              

the same thing should happen to “feedback,” only eleven people anticipated the two             

extra syllables to and answered four. 

 

Graph 11- Desktop 
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Graph 12- Feedback 

 

The vast majority of speakers concluded “love” to have two syllables (see Graph             

13). Perhaps because of the popularity of the loanword, people have started to truly              

feel it and hence treat it like it should follow the Portuguese phonotactic rules. In               

comparison, “fit”was only judged by fifteen people to have two syllables. 

Graph 13- Love 
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Graph 14- Fit 

 

Once again, the words “notebook” and “laptop” were supposed to have four            

syllables as a loanword, yet only sixteen and nine people, respectively though so, as              

seen in Graphs 15 and 16. 

Graph 15- Notebook 
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Graph 16- Laptop 

 

Graph 17 shows the word “Word,” with twenty five people predicting two            

syllables in its loanword version. Graph 18 - “download” - goes from having two              

syllables in its original language to three in its loanword format because the nasal              

located medially does not count as a coda. Twenty one participants predict three             

syllables in the loanword.  
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Graph 17- Word 

 

Graph 18- Download 

 

“Pop,” seen in Graph 19, accounted for a moderately sized number of people             

who accounted for the extra syllable. A total of twenty four people said it has two                
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syllables. “Offline,” on the other hand, had a total of ten people predict it has four                

syllables. 

Graph 19- Pop 

 

Graph 20- Offline 

 

Graph 21 shows the majority of speakers labeled “live,”as a two syllable word. Here,              

again, speakers may have been influenced by the popularity of the word. Graph 22              
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brings the word “offset” with a total of only ten people who stated it had four                

syllables. Finally, Graph 23 shows “Bob” with a total of twenty two speakers who              

affirmed it has two syllables. 

Graph 21- Live 

 

Graph 22- Offset 

 

Graph 23- Bob 
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Conclusion 

Final Considerations 

Portuguese is considered a restrictive language when it comes to Codas. It            

only only allows a very limited set of consonants: [l, r, s] (Mateus and Andrade               

2000, Veloso 2008). Otherwise, syllables have an empty coda, thus actually           

fulfilling the universal preference of CV syllable format ( Steriade 2002, Blevins            

1995). 

Due to the restrictiveness of Codas in Portuguese, when a loanword is            

incorporated into the language it should add a vowel in order to avoid an              

unsolicited Coda. In fact, there a similar process happens when native speakers            

separate a string of consonants present in some words by adding a vowel (Mateus              

2014). For example, a word like “advogado” (lawyer) could be either VC. CV.VC. VC              
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or V.CCV.VC.VC, but in any case it has the cluster /dv/, which is, as a matter of fact,                  

in ambiguous syllabic position. By epenthesizing a V between the two adjacent            

consonants, it creates another syllable, thusly the problem is solved.  

The language, despite the variety, has the tendency to fluctuate towards CV            

syllables. In EP this would mean adding [ɨ] and in BP [i]. BP even goes further by                 

diphthonguizing Coda [l], one of the consonants allowed by the language. 

The results of the study did not show this to be true one hundred per cent                

of the times. This might be because participants had some knowledge of English.             

Further, it could have been because they thought adding a vowel is wrong - a               

prescriptive language education may have contributed to ideals of that may be            

correct. Furthermore, the phonetic difference between these two might explain        

the larger number of BP speakers accounting for extra syllables- /i/ is more audibly              

noticeable than /ɨ/. 

Limitations 

Of course a study does not come without its limitations. Following are            

observations made through out the data-gathering process, as well as the writing            

process which are considered to, perhaps, impose limitations on the overall outcome            

of the study. 

A longitudinal study would reveal how the incorporation of words into a language             

changes over a period of time. As the words chosen may become more authentically              

Portuguese, speakers may have different opinions about them, or think of them more             

intuitively. Due to time constraints, this was a cross sectional study. which means the              

Codas in question were  

To participate in this study, an individual had to be a native speaker of Portuguese.               

The study concentrated on the two most common varieties of the language, Brazilian             

and European. The researcher decided to exclude the other varieties because of the             

fewer numbers of speakers and difficulties in finding them.  
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The research did not take into consideration that perhaps, bilingual speakers may            

have taken part in the testing. Participants were asked to inform their level of English               

language knowledge, which is, however, significantly subjective since no formal testing           

of their language proficiency took place. Furthermore, the questionnaire asked          

participants to rate their level of English knowledge according to the European            

Framework of Reference for Languages (CCEFR), giving the levels defined by the            

Council of Europe, yet offering no further explanation on each level. This combined             

with the lack of testing left the placement of each person completely up to their self                

assessment, which might skew higher than the truth. 

The number of words tested was just a small sample of the group of vocabulary               

borrowed from the English language by native Portuguese speakers. There is a vast             

number of English language words currently in use in the most varied areas. However,              

since this was a completely voluntary test, the researcher tried not to repeat             

sequences of sounds too many times, thus avoiding a long questionnaire. 

Another detail which may have constrained the study is the fact that within the              

codas tested were both simple and complex ones, and codas in medial and final              

position of words. It may have been more productive to analyze only one kind of coda                

and one position. This may also have yielded clearer results. 

Finally, the study required participants to self-assess their pronunciation of a given            

word. However, they were perhaps influenced by the written forms of the words             

given. A different (yet more complex) way this could have been approached were to              

have asked people to record themselves saying the sentences and then, in a new              

section having asked them to listen to themselves pronouncing those words and only             

them making a judgement call about the number of syllables of each word. 

Moreover, some units of sound were more represented within the words tested            

than others. Therefore, the phenomenon which takes place within the data collected            

may not accurately illustrate what happens. Again, the study should have concentrated            
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on many words depicting the same sound. That is, the researcher should have             

concentrated more on a type of phoneme, and repeated it many times over. This, of               

course, leads to the already mentioned issue of length and time. 

Closing Remarks 

In future studies, a spontaneous speech approach with strictly monolingual          

speakers should result in more consistent Coda avoidance. 

Albeit, it was possible to see the preference of CV in some loanwords, as the               

majority of speakers proposed it had an extra syllable than its original version, i.e.              

“love,” pronounced as [lɔ.vi] in BP and [lɔ.vɨ] in EP and “live,” which is [lai.vi] in BP and                  

[lai.vɨ] in EP. 
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Annex 

Following is a copy of the question section of the questionnaire, in Portuguese. 

 

"Quem vê programas light na TV é mais permeável ao populismo".  Como se pronuncia 

LIGHT? Quantas sílabas tem esta palavra? 

"As nossas vidas davam um Big Brother".   Como se pronuncia BIG?  Quantas sílabas 

tem esta palavra? 

"O problema acontece com usuários de sistemas Android, iOS e com quem utiliza o 

aplicativo no desktop".  Como se pronuncia DESKTOP? Quantas sílabas tem esta 

palavra? 

"O feedback que temos é que [a cirurgia] correu bem”. Como se pronuncia FEEDBACK? 

Quantas sílabas tem esta palavra? 

"Sétima edição do Festival Love Noronha abre as portas para o turismo LGBT do 

arquipélago". Como se pronuncia LOVE?  Quantas sílabas tem esta palavra? 

"Atletas exibem os corpos mais fit de Portugal no Europarque". Como se pronuncia 

FIT?  Quantas sílabas tem esta palavra? 

"Passageiro não precisará tirar notebook da bagagem com novo scanner no Reino 

Unido". Como se pronuncia NOTEBOOK? Quantas sílabas tem esta palavra? 

"Diretor do FBI sugere cobrir câmera do laptop com fita por segurança". Como se 

pronuncia LAPTOP? Quantas sílabas tem esta palavra? 

"Professor ensina Word aos alunos usando o quadro". Como se pronuncia WORD? 

Quantas sílabas tem esta palavra? 

"Lentes de contacto com internet e download de memórias? Feedzai mostra o futuro". 

Como se pronuncia DOWNLOAD? Quantas sílabas tem esta palavra? 

"Discos de Ravi Shankar que mudaram o pop ocidental ganham versão digital". Como 

se pronuncia POP? Quantas sílabas tem esta palavra? 
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"Brasil tem mais de 70 milhões offline". Como se pronuncia OFFLINE? Quantas sílabas 

tem esta palavra? 

"Marília Mendonça recebe mensagem de preso em live e detento tem celular 

apreendido". Como se pronuncia LIVE? Quantas sílabas tem esta palavra? 

"A Itália continua a ser o primeiro país a nível mundial na contrafação de dinheiro, 

falsificada através de processo de impressão em offset". Como se pronuncia 

OFFSET? Quantas sílabas tem esta palavra? 

"Bob, o primeiro supercomputador português é inaugurado em Riba de Ave". Como se 

pronuncia BOB? Quantas sílabas tem esta palavra? 
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